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RenewableUK – who we are

• RenewableUK’s members are building our future energy system, powered by clean 
electricity:

– Over 400 member companies across the industry from business leaders, technology 
innovators and expert thinkers

– Our members operate both in the UK and across the world, exporting goods and services 
to over 37 countries across the onshore wind, offshore wind, marine energy, energy 
services and storage sectors

• We have a strong relationship with government, including:

– Regular engagement with officials and ministers

– Influence across the political parties
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Renewables are set to dominate our future system

In 2019/2020:

• The UK Government amends the Climate Change 
act and commits to a net zero target by 2050, a 
few months after signing the offshore wind sector 
deal 

• The Committee of Climate Change advocates for 
75GW of offshore wind and 35GW of onshore 
wind in their route to net zero report

•UK Government pledges 40GW of offshore wind by 
2030 and to enable new floating wind farms 

Today 2050 net zero

Source: Future Energy Scenarios 2019, Two Degrees and net zero

• How fast will this energy transition happen? 
• How smart will it need to be in order to meet our carbon targets and consumers’ expectations?

2030 Two Degrees



There O&G sector is changing, and some are 

better positioned than others 



Companies are already responding to the 

transition

100% wind 
generation ?



Going further, faster: Offshore wind
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Offshore wind deployment scenario2025 will be a very exciting year for the sector: 20GW of 
capacity will be operating in our waters

Renewable scenario predicts 40GW by 2030 and 92GW 
by 2050

• Working in partnership with other industries

• Annual allocation rounds

• Full repowering or life extension of projects post 2025

• Floating offshore wind reaching deeper waters

• Timely connection agreements 



UK offshore wind projects are getting deeper 

• To meet climate targets, 
offshore capacity will 
require a greater 
geographical spread to 
accommodate for all 
marine users – this will 
include developing in 
deeper water

• Floating wind could 
allow platform 
electrification, gas to 
wire, and H2 production 



Floating wind can provide greater geographic diversity 

• Floating wind enable the use of a 
greater area of seabed for wind

• Allow the benefits of offshore to 
be spread across the UK 



Leasing opportunities  



The economic opportunity

• Cost competitive with fixed bottom by 2030 
with a domestic pipeline 

• 17K jobs by 2050 particularly in coastal 
communities in England, Scotland and Wales

• Delivering £33.6bn of economic activity 
(GVA)



There are opportunities across the project lifecycle and strong cross over 
with O&G skills 



Key areas of expertise for the UK 



Export opportunities are significant 



Ongoing reform is needed to deliver success

• CfD pot structures and auction parameters 
should maximise deployment of all 
technologies

• An auction roadmap with more frequent 
auctions to support supply chain 
development



There is a great economic opportunity

Actions to enable UK supply chain growth: 

• Key strategic investments in port 
infrastructure and anchor investments

• Investment support packages

• Research and development funding

• Enhanced export support from Government


